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Abstrat. We propose a modular approah to the formal spei�a-

tion of the requirements on embedded systems. In this approah, re-

quirements on data are spei�ed as invariants on states. Requirements

on behaviour are spei�ed assertionally by temporal logi formulae,

restriting the runs of the system. The proposed method is modular,

beause omponents an be spei�ed and analysed in isolation, and

the views of several omponents an be ombined in an easy way. Re-

quirements an be ombined by simply putting them in onjuntion.

A mathematial framework supporting this approah is developed and

implemented in the theorem prover PVS. The method is illustrated by

formalising the requirements of a miniature embedded system. This

spei�ation is then analysed using the theorem prover, revealing some

errors in the original spei�ation.

Keywords: formal requirements spei�ation, embedded systems, modularity,

data and behaviour, states and events, linear temporal logi, PVS.

1 Introdution

The requirements spei�ation is the �rst formal doument in the development

of a omplex system. Errors in the spei�ation propagate to all later phases

in the development, until they are deteted. It is well-known that errors that

are made early and deteted late, are relatively expensive to repair [16, p. 38℄.

Hene, the quality of a requirements spei�ation is important. Good analysis

methods are helpful to improve this quality.

The requirements spei�ation annot be veri�ed against some prior for-

mal doument. Besides some well-formedness heks, it an only be validated

against informal user requirements. Various validation tehniques have been



developed to assess the quality of spei�ations, like inspetion, prototyping

and senario generation.

Still formal methods are helpful in this early phase of system development,

f. [16℄. Parsing and type heking a spei�ation reveal numerous errors.

The formal semantis of the spei�ation language provides a mathemati-

al model of the spei�ed system, whih an be analysed with mathematial

rigour. Properties of the spei�ation, like onsisteny, an be veri�ed formally

and validation is supported by proving formal hallenges. Powerful theorem

provers are available to make this analysis tratable for large systems.

The ontribution of this paper is a framework to speify requirements on

data and on behaviour of omplex systems in a modular fashion. In order

to have tool support at this experimental stage, we use an existing general-

purpose theorem prover. We have experimented [14℄ with PVS (Prototype

Veri�ation System) [12, 13℄, whih is based on typed higher-order lassial

logi.

The basi framework. We distinguish between states and events. The state

represents the data in the system, that has been dedued about the urrent

state of a�airs in the environment. Events our instantaneously on the border

of the system. Events an be split into input and output events. An event

auses a state transition, whih also takes plae instantaneously. A run of the

system is an in�nite sequene s
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are events. A run represents one possible behaviour of the system. In

this approah, simultaneous events are modelled by all possible interleavings.

Suh systems ould be spei�ed by transition systems. However, in order

to obtain more abstrat spei�ations, we use assertions on states and on

runs. Assertions on states represent relationships between data items that

should be maintained invariantly. By allowing invariants, we don't need to

speify how the onstraints shall be maintained. Assertions on runs will speify

the behaviour of the system. In this paper we will restrit suh assertions

to formulae of linear temporal logi, based on propositions on states, state

transitions and events.

Modularisation. To ahieve readability and salability, some struture has to

be imposed on large spei�ations. To this end, the spei�ation of the system

is deomposed into a spei�ation of omponents. These omponents must not

be understood as strutural or physial parts of the system to be onstruted;

this deomposition is deferred to the design phase. The omponents an be

understood as projetions of the system, fousing on a number of state vari-

ables and a number of events. The requirements on a omponent are spei�ed

in terms of its own state variables and events only.

Consider subomponents C1 and C2 of some aggregate A. C1 and C2 are

spei�ed ompletely independently and don't even know about eah other's

existene. We don't speify internal ommuniation between C1 and C2. But,

beause C1 and C2 are subomponents of A, requirements on A may use their

variables and events, so oordination between C1 and C2 an be spei�ed at

the level of A.



Problem statement. Our aim is to develop a formal framework for the re-

quirements spei�ation of embedded systems. To apture the requirements,

the method should allow assertional spei�ations of data and behaviour. For

salability, the method should be modular, by allowing that omponents are

spei�ed loally, independent of the omplete system. Coordination between

various omponents is spei�ed separately.

A tehnial problem that has to be solved onerns the interpretation of

loal assertions of a omponent on a global level. It should be possible to

put the requirements of di�erent omponents in onjuntion. We look for a

solution that is easily implementable in PVS.

The rest of this paper. Setion 2 informally introdues a running example. The

implementation in PVS onsists of a generi part (Setion 3) and a system

spei� part (Setion 4). The generi part ontains the de�nition of temporal

logi and its modular interpretation. In the spei� part, we formalise the

requirements of the running example, using the generi framework. Setion 5

reports on the analysis of a requirements spei�ation. The results are sum-

marised in Setion 6, in whih also related and future work are mentioned.

2 Running Example

Embedded systems are equipped with various sensors and atuators. Mea-

surements from the environment are ontinuously obtained via the sensors

and ompiled into an abstrat piture that reets the urrent state of the

environment. This piture is ommuniated to a team of operators. The sys-

tem supports the deision making proess by traking di�erenes between the

pereived state and the required state, and by proposing and analysing orre-

tive ations, whih an be exeuted via the system's atuators. Appliations

of these systems inlude traÆ management systems, ommand and ontrol

systems, and proess ontrol systems.

We now introdue a running example whih an be seen as a miniature

embedded system. The system interats with two di�erent sensors, and with

an operator. For simpliity it is assumed that the sensors only report inre-

ment events, that are ounted by the system. Apart from the value of these

two ounters, there is a derived data item, z, whih represents the di�erene

between these two values.

The system interatively diagnoses the interpreted information and om-

muniates with the operator, via a warning mehanism. If this mehanism is

ative, a warning shall be raised, whenever the value of z exeeds 10. The op-

erator an lose a raised warning. When z is lower than or equal to 10 again,

the system may also withdraw the warning. Finally, the operator an toggle

the ativity of the warning system.

Any deomposition of this small system is arti�ial, but to illustrate our

approah, we divide the system into a warning omponent and a database

omponent. The database ontains two ounters as subomponents, that hold
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Fig. 1. Hierarhi struturing of running example

the values of the orresponding sensors. Figure 1 gives an impression of the

struture thus obtained. Moreover, this �gure assigns names to the sub-

omponents (like x and db), distributes typed state variables (e.g. z:nat,

ative?:bool) over omponents, and also distributes the events (e.g. raise,

toggle) of the system over the omponents.

We now illustrate how the requirements an be spei�ed by assertions that

are loal to omponents. We stress that the real spei�ation is the formal

spei�ation in Setion 4.

The warning omponent has no expliit state. Only the possible orders of

event ourrenes have to be spei�ed. The fat that two raise-events must

be interleaved by a withdraw or lose event, is expressed as a temporal logi

formula:

�(raise)((withdraw _ lose) B raise);

where � is read as always,  as next and B as before. In words: Whenever

a raise ours, the next raise should be preeded by either a withdraw or a

lose.

In the ounter omponent, it must be spei�ed what the e�et of the inre-

ment event is. This e�et is a state relation that an be expressed as: value

0

=

value+ 1, meaning that the value in the next state equals the urrent value

inremented by one. The value of z in the database omponent is spei�ed as

an invariant. This an be expressed as z = x:value� y:value. At the system

level, we have to speify the oordination between the warning and database

omponents. Most importantly, we have to speify that a raise-event should

our in a dangerous situation: �(beomes(db:z > 10) ) ♦(warn:raise)),

where ♦ is read as eventually, and beomes(p) means that p beomes true in

the urrent state transition.



2.1 Towards a Formalisation

Composition of State Variables and Events. States and events an be modelled

in a dual way. Beause a omponent may inspet its own variables and the

variables in its subomponents, the state of eah omponent is modelled as

the Cartesian produt of its own variables and the states of its subomponents

(see Figure 2). On the other hand, if an event ours, it either is an event of

the omponent itself, or in one of its subomponents. Therefore, the set of

events of eah omponent an be modelled as the disjoint union of its own

events, and the events of its subomponents (see Figure 3). Disjointness is

needed to distinguish e.g. the inrement events of the two ounters.

In the example, the database an use x:value. The same state variable is

aessed by the system as db:x:value. Here x and db an be seen as proje-

tions that ome for free with the Cartesian produt. The system an observe

warn:raise and db:y:inrement as events. Note that for events, warn, db and

y an be seen as injetions, that ome for free with the disjoint union.

Tehnial Problem Statement. The diÆult step is to interpret the require-

ments of a omponent in the omposed system. In Figure 4 this situation is

illustrated. The solid boxes and arrows represent the state and events of a

omponent. They exist in the ontext of a larger state (the dashed part) and

events of other omponents may our (the dashed arrows). The requirements

are in terms of the solid boxes and arrows. We have to translate them to runs

over the dashed boxes and arrows. For a large part, this is a ontextual nam-

ing problem: db:x:value w.r.t. the system, atually is the same as x:value

w.r.t. the database. But note that the loal runs are also interleaved with

events from other omponents. We found a solution that an quite elegantly

be implemented in PVS.

Sketh of the solution. The solution is to de�ne a state mapping from the

global states to the loal states, and an event mapping from the loal events

to the global events. The state mapping is a omposition of the right pro-

jetions, e.g. y Æ db. Dually, the event mapping is a omposition of the right

x

value: nat
z:nat

db

y

value: nat

system

active?: bool warn

Fig. 2. The state as hierarhial Cartesian produt
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Fig. 3. The events as hierarhial disjoint union

Fig. 4. Component spei�ation in a larger ontext

injetions, e.g. dbÆx. Note that multiple instanes of the same omponent an

be distinguished, beause they have di�erent state and event mappings.

Using these maps, we an interpret loal requirements on runs over the

global states and events! Beause the requirements of all omponents an now

be interpreted in the same global system, the requirements on the system

are simply the onjuntion of the requirements on all omponents. It remains

of ourse to be veri�ed that the requirements of several omponents are not

ontraditory.

3 A Framework for Requirements Spei�ation

In our approah, a requirements spei�ation in PVS onsists of two parts. The

�rst part, presented in this setion, de�nes temporal logi formulae, and their

modular interpretation via the above mentioned mappings. These theories are

generi in the sense that they an be used in eah system spei�ation without

hange. The seond part onsists of the system spei� requirements. For the

running example this part is presented in Setion 4.

3.1 Preliminary: the Theorem Prover PVS

PVS (Prototype Veri�ation System [12, 13℄) is a spei�ation language and a

proof heker, based on typed higher-order lassial logi, in whih our math-

ematial framework an be easily expressed. A spei�ation an be parsed



and type heked in PVS, possibly resulting in type hek onditions. Besides

these type hek onditions, other theorems an be proved using the proof

heker. When proving a theorem, PVS administrates the subgoals still to be

proved. In priniple, the user deides whih proof rule should be applied next.

PVS also provides many deision proedures for proving ertain theorems

automatially.

The spei�ation language of PVS. A PVS-spei�ation onsists of a olletion

of theories, eah ontaining a number of type and funtion de�nitions, and

theorems. A theory may depend on a number of (formal) parameters for types

and terms. A theory an be imported by other theories, whih makes its

de�nitions available. A number of theories are prede�ned, together alled the

prelude. This prelude ontains among others basi types, e.g. natural numbers

(nat), real numbers (real) and booleans (bool), with their usual operators.

The boolean operators are written &, =>, OR, NOT (onjuntion, impliation,

disjuntion and negation).

We introdue some of the basi notations of PVS. For a full explanation we

refer to [13℄. Funtion types are written as in [nat,real->bool℄, whih de-

notes the olletion of relations between natural and real numbers. Funtions

an be written in lambda notation, as in LAMBDA (m:nat,z:real) : z*z=m,

whih has the type just mentioned. Quanti�ers an be used, as in e.g. FORALL

(m:nat): EXISTS (z:real): z*z=m.

Reord types denote Cartesian produts, where the di�erent �elds are

named. An example is: [# x:nat,y:nat #℄. Terms of this type are written

like p = (# x:=3, y:=5 #). A reord overwrite onstrution an be used to

\hange" the value of one of the �elds. We ould de�ne: q = p WITH [y :=

7℄. The �elds an be aessed by the names; we have x(q)=3 and y(q)=7.

We will also use abstrat datatypes and subtypes. Typial examples of

abstrat datatypes are lists and enumerated types. The syntax will be in-

trodued later. An example of a subtype is fz:real | EXISTS (m:nat) :

z*z=mg, whih denotes the olletion of square roots of natural numbers.

Lifting the booleans. As an example we give a theory to lift the usual boolean

operators to prediates over arbitrary domains, whih we will use several

times later on (Figure 5). It is omparable to the �le onnetives.pvs in the

standard PVS library.

The theory bool2pred is parameterised by a type, alled Domain. The

body of the theory is delimited by BEGIN and END. The body starts with

variable delarations. Then some funtion de�nitions follow, extending the

boolean operators pointwise to prediates. Note that overloading is allowed.

The variable delarations are used to infer the type of the de�ned fun-

tions. For instane, NOT will get type [[Domain->bool℄->[Domain->bool℄℄.

The theory an be used for instane to lift the boolean operators to op-

erators on binary prediates over natural numbers, by typing: IMPORTING

bool2pred[[nat,nat℄℄.



bool2pred[Domain:TYPE℄:THEORY

BEGIN

X: VAR Domain

p,q: VAR [Domain->bool℄

NOT(p)(X):bool = NOT p(X) ;

&(p,q)(X):bool = p(X) & q(X) ;

OR(p,q)(X):bool = p(X) OR q(X) ;

=>(p,q)(X):bool = p(X) => q(X)

END bool2pred

Fig. 5. Lifting boolean onnetors to prediates

3.2 Linear Temporal Logi on Runs

Figure 6 ontains a theory on linear temporal logi (f. [10℄) in PVS. The

type of states and events are parameters of this theory. A run is formalised as

an in�nite sequene of reords of states and events. A temporal formula is a

prediate on runs. After some obvious variable delarations, we de�ne three

groups of temporal logi formulae.

Atomi formulae: We have three atomi formulae, expressing the fat that

a prediate on states, on events, or on state transitions holds at the start of

the run. A prediate on state transitions is a binary relation on suessive

states (alled an ation in TLA [8℄):

Transition(tp)

e2e0 e1

Occurs(ep)

Holds(sp)

s1s0 s2

Boolean operators: These are lifted to temporal logi by importing theory

bool2pred of Figure 5 instantiated on runs.

Modal operators:Modal operators an be de�ned analogously to their usual

semanti de�nition. ALWAYS(p) holds of a run, if p holds for all suÆxes of the

run (suffix is de�ned in the prelude). EVENTUALLY is de�ned as the dual of

ALWAYS. BEFORE(p,q) is to be read as: p happens before q (or: p must preede

q). NEXT(p) holds if p holds at the next moment (i.e. for the suÆx obtained

by deleting the �rst element of the run).

3.3 The Modularisation of Temporal Logi

This setion explains how we an modularise temporal logi. As explained

already in Setion 2.1, we distinguish the loal states and loal events of a

omponent, and the global states and global events of the omplete system.



temporal_logi[State,Event: TYPE℄:THEORY

BEGIN

run: TYPE = [nat->[#state:State,event:Event#℄℄

TL: TYPE = [run->bool℄

p,q: VAR TL ; R: VAR run ; i,j,k: VAR nat

sp: VAR [State->bool℄ % a state prediate

ep: VAR [Event->bool℄ % an event prediate

tp: VAR [State,State->bool℄ % a transition prediate

Holds(sp)(R):bool = sp(state(R(0)))

Ours(ep)(R):bool = ep(event(R(0)))

Transition(tp)(R) :bool = tp(state(R(0)),state(R(1)))

IMPORTING bool2pred[run℄

ALWAYS(p)(R):bool = FORALL j: p(suffix(R,j))

EVENTUALLY(p):TL = NOT ALWAYS(NOT p)

BEFORE(p,q)(R):bool

= FORALL j: q(suffix(R,j)) => EXISTS k : k<j & p(suffix(R,k))

NEXT(p)(R):bool = p(suffix(R,1))

END temporal_logi

Fig. 6. De�nition of linear temporal logi in PVS

modular[Glo_state,Lo_state: TYPE, smap:[Glo_state->Lo_state℄,

Glo_event,Lo_event: TYPE, emap:[Lo_event->Glo_event℄℄

: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING temporal_logi[Glo_state,Glo_event℄

gs1,gs2: VAR Glo_state ; ge: VAR Glo_event ; le: VAR Lo_event

lsp: VAR [Lo_state->bool℄ % a loal state prediate

lep: VAR [Lo_event->bool℄ % a loal event prediate

ltp: VAR [Lo_state,Lo_state->bool℄ % a loal transition prediate

HOLDS(lsp):TL = Holds(lsp o smap)

TRANSITION(ltp):TL

= Transition(LAMBDA (gs1,gs2): ltp(smap(gs1),smap(gs2)))

OCCURS(lep):TL

= Ours(LAMBDA ge: EXISTS le: ge = emap(le) & lep(le))

END modular

Fig. 7. Modularisation of Temporal logi



We assume a state mapping from the global states of the system to the loal

states of the omponent; and an event mapping from loal events to global

events.

In Figure 7 we present a PVS theory that gives temporal logi a modular

interpretation. The global and loal states and events, and the state and event

mappings are parameters of this theory. All formulae are to be interpreted in

the world of global states and events, so we import temporal logi (Figure 6)

with parameters Glo State and Glo Event.

The theory de�nes loal versions of the atomi formulae, expressing that

loal state prediates, loal event prediates, or loal transition prediates are

true. The prediates in the loal domain are mapped to global prediates, us-

ing the state and event mappings. The rationale is that the atual spei�ation

an use prediates on the loally known states and events.

For states this is quite easy: the loal state prediate (lsp) an be om-

posed with the state map (smap), yielding a global state prediate. For state

transitions the situation is similar. For events the situation is di�erent, be-

ause the event mapping is going in the other diretion. A loal event prediate

(lep) ours, if one of its elements orresponds via the event map (emap) to

the global event that urrently ours.

3.4 Patterns in Requirements Spei�ations

The atomi formulae HOLDS, TRANSITION and OCCURS, together with the tem-

poral operators ALWAYS, BEFORE, NEXT and the boolean onnetives suÆe

to express many requirements. However, it appears that ertain patterns re-

our very often. Abbreviations of suh patterns are de�ned below. These

abbreviations enable the engineer to express the requirements in a readable

way.

Given a state prediate lsp, we say that it BECOMES true, if it beomes

true in the urrent transition. State prediate lsp is a PRECONDITION of loal

event prediate lep, if lep only ours in situations where lsp is true. The

event prediate lep has the EFFECT desribed by the transition prediate ltp,

if whenever an event that satis�es lep ours, ltp holds. This yields the

following de�nitions in PVS:

BECOMES(lsp):TL = NEXT(HOLDS(lsp)) & NOT HOLDS(lsp)

PRECONDITION(lep,lsp):TL = ALWAYS (OCCURS(lep) => HOLDS(lsp))

EFFECT(lep,ltp):TL = ALWAYS (OCCURS(lep) => TRANSITION(ltp))

Finally, we introdue some handy notation. In order to allow formulae like

OCCURS(x? OR y?) and HOLDS(pressed? => ative?), we lift the boolean

operators to operators on loal state and event prediates, just by importing

from Figure 5, bool2pred[Lo state℄ and bool2pred[Lo event℄.

We also de�ne an automati onversion from events to event prediates.

The advantage is that we an now write e.g. OCCURS(raise), instead of the

elaborate OCCURS(LAMBDA le:le=raise). In PVS the onversion is de�ned

as follows:



le1, le2: VAR Lo_event

event2pred(le1)(le2):bool = le1=le2

CONVERSION event2pred

In order to speify that the subomponent  of the state doesn't hange, we

introdue the abbreviation onstant() for the transition prediate LAMBDA

s1,s2: (s1)=(s2). In order to speify that e.g. the toggle event may not

hange the database-ontents, we now write: EFFECT(raise,onstant(db)).

Note that the onversion event2pred also has to be applied.

4 Formal Spei�ation of the Running Example

We now show how to express the requirements of the running example (Se-

tion 2) in PVS, using the framework developed in Setion 3. Eah omponent

gives rise to three PVS theories: One to apture the data view, one to apture

the view on behaviour, and an auxiliary one de�ning the set of events. The

data view yields a type denoting the set of states that satisfy the invariants.

The view on behaviour yields the requirements on runs, as a temporal logi

formula.

4.1 States and events.

Figure 8 shows the state spei�ation of the ounter and database omponents

in PVS. The states of the other omponents are de�ned analogously. See also

Figures 1 and 2. The state of a omponent is based on a reord, with �elds

for the state variables of the omponent (value, z), and for the states of

its subomponents (x, y). The invariants are modelled as prediates on this

reord. The type heker deals with database inv as follows: naturals are

a subtype of integers, and subtration is losed under the integers, so the

equality is on integers. Note that the invariant implies that value(x(d)) >=

ounter_state: THEORY

BEGIN

ounter_state: TYPE = [# value: nat #℄

END ounter_state

database_state: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING ounter_state

state_vars: TYPE = [# x,y: ounter_state, z : nat #℄

database_inv(d:state_vars):bool =

( z(d) = value(x(d)) - value(y(d)) )

database_state: TYPE = { d: state_vars | database_inv(d) }

END database_state

Fig. 8. Data view on ounter and database in PVS



value(y(d)). The state is de�ned as the subtype onsisting of those reords

that satisfy the invariant. The advantage is that states not satisfying the

invariant are exposed by the type heker.

Also, for eah omponent we need a type for the events. The disjoint union

an be formalised in PVS by the DATATYPE onstrut. Figure 9 shows the event

de�nition of the database and system omponents. The onstrutors of this

datatype are the loal events of the omponent (toggle), and the injetions of

the events of subomponents (db, x). Note that we use overloading: depending

on the ontext, x an denote the aessor in the states of the database, or the

onstrutor in the events of the database. System events are for instane

toggle, warn(raise) and db(y(inrement)). Reognisers are also de�ned,

suh as db? of type [system event->bool℄. Destrutors ev an also be used in

the spei�ation. The events of the other omponents are spei�ed analogously

(see Figures 1 and 3).

database_event: DATATYPE

BEGIN

IMPORTING ounter_event

x(ev:ounter_event):x?

y(ev:ounter_event):y?

END database_event

system_event: DATATYPE

BEGIN

IMPORTING database_event, warning_event

toggle: toggle?

db(ev:database_event): db?

warn(ev:warning_event): warn?

END system_event

Fig. 9. Event spei�ation of system in PVS

4.2 Requirements on Behaviour.

We now formalise the requirements on the behaviour of the various ompo-

nents in detail. For the ounter and database, we give omplete spei�ations,

to illustrate how the theories relate. For the other omponents we just give

the temporal requirements, without showing the surrounding theory.

Counter omponent. Reall that we distinguish the global states and events

of the ombined system, from the loal states and events of a omponent. For

the spei�ation of a omponent, the global states and events are unknown.

Therefore, we put them as parameters to the theory on behaviour. Also, the

state and event mappings are given as a parameter to this theory. Figure 10

presents the theory ounter behaviour. In order to list the parameters we

just mentioned, the state and event de�nitions for the ounter have to be



ounter_behaviour

[(IMPORTING ounter_state, ounter_event)

State: TYPE, smap:[State->ounter_state℄,

Event: TYPE, emap:[ounter_event->Event℄

℄: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING modular[State,ounter_state,smap,Event,ounter_event,emap℄

inrement_transition(1,2:ounter_state):bool =

( value(2) = value(1) + 1 )

requirements:TL = EFFECT(inrement,inrement_transition)

END ounter_behaviour

Fig. 10. View on the behaviour of the ounter

imported. As we want to use modular temporal logi, that theory is imported

with the obvious atual parameters.

We an now speify the requirements in temporal logi. The only require-

ment on the ounters is that the event inrement shall have the EFFECT

desribed by the transition prediate inrement transition. In PVS this is

formalised straightforwardly.

Database omponent. The database omponent has no requirements on its

own behaviour. So its requirements are merely the onjuntion of the re-

quirements of its subomponents. In addition we must speify that there is no

interferene between the subomponents, i.e. the ourrene of an event in one

subomponent doesn't hange the state of any of the other subomponents.

These requirements an be found at the bottom of Figure 11.

In order to onjoin the requirements of the two subomponents, we have

to import the views on their behaviour, both de�ned in the same theory. They

an be distinguished, beause they are imported with di�erent atual param-

eters. In order to distinguish them later on, we give the two imported theories

a name, by the ..:THEORY = .. mehanism of PVS, whih also imports the

theories.

Consider the subomponent x of the database. In order to refer to the state

of the database from the global state, we have to use smap. The projetion

(reord aessor) x then yields the state of ounter x within the database, so

the omplete state mapping is x o smap. Similarly, an event of ounter x is

referred to by the database omponent, using the injetion (onstrutor) x,

and then mapping the result to a global event by emap. So the omplete event

map is emap o x.

Note that the spei�ation is independent of the atual state variables,

events or requirements of the ounters. It is also independent of the atual

loation of the database omponent in the system. This is required for a

modular spei�ation approah.



database_behaviour

[(IMPORTING database_state, database_event)

State: TYPE, smap:[State->database_state℄,

Event: TYPE, emap:[database_event->Event℄

℄: THEORY

BEGIN

IMPORTING modular[State,database_state,smap,Event,database_event,emap℄

x: THEORY = ounter_behaviour[State,x o smap, Event, emap o x℄

y: THEORY = ounter_behaviour[State,y o smap, Event, emap o y℄

requirements:TL =

x.requirements

& y.requirements

& EFFECT(x?,onstant(y))

& EFFECT(y?,onstant(x))

END database_behaviour

Fig. 11. View on the behaviour of the database

Warning omponent. In Setion 2, we stated that two raise events shall be

interleaved with a lose or withdraw event. Similarly, two lose or withdraw

events shall be interleaved by a raise event. Finally, the initial step shall be

a raise event. This an be spei�ed in PVS as follows:

requirements: TL =

ALWAYS(OCCURS(raise) =>

NEXT(BEFORE(OCCURS(withdraw) OR OCCURS(lose), OCCURS(raise))))

& ALWAYS(OCCURS(withdraw) OR OCCURS(lose) =>

NEXT(BEFORE(OCCURS(raise), OCCURS(withdraw) OR OCCURS(lose))))

& BEFORE(OCCURS(raise),OCCURS(withdraw) OR OCCURS(lose))

System omponent. Finally, the requirements on the system omponent de�ne

the requirements on the global system's behaviour. First, we de�ne a transition

to toggle the ativation of the system, and we de�ne what is regarded as a

dangerous situation:

toggle_transition(s1,s2:system_state):bool =

( s2 = s1 WITH [ative? := NOT ative?(s1)℄ )

danger?(s:system_state):bool = z(db(s))>10

The requirements are spei�ed in Figure 12. First, the e�et of a toggle event

and the initial value of ative? is de�ned. Then the oordination between

the warning omponent and the database is spei�ed. A warning shall be

raised only if ative? holds, and it shall only be withdrawn when there is no

danger?. This only forbids that warnings are raised or withdrawn at ertain

moments. In the next requirement, we state that whenever the situation be-

omes dangerous, a warning shall be raised eventually. Finally, we inorporate

the standard requirements, viz. the requirements of the subomponents shall

hold, and the behaviour of subomponents shall not interfere.



requirements:TL =

EFFECT(toggle,toggle_transition)

& HOLDS(NOT ative?)

& PRECONDITION(warn(raise),ative?)

& PRECONDITION(warn(withdraw),NOT danger?)

& ALWAYS(BECOMES(danger?) => EVENTUALLY(OCCURS(warn(raise))))

& db.requirements

& warn.requirements

& EFFECT(warn?,onstant(db))

& EFFECT(warn?,onstant(ative?))

& EFFECT(db?,onstant(ative?))

Fig. 12. Behaviour spei�ation of the system

5 Analysis of the Spei�ation

The reader may have found ertain problems in the formal spei�ation of

Setion 4. It is the goal of the analysis to �nd suh problems. Formal analysis

onsists of proving theorems on the spei�ation. These proofs are arried out

in PVS. Beause the spei�ation only ontains de�nitions, and no axioms,

this reasoning is sound even in the ase that the spei�ation would be inon-

sistent. We will disuss two di�erent heks in the sequel. We also disuss the

degree of automation in the proofs of the theorems in PVS.

5.1 Compatibility of State Transitions and Invariants

The �rst hek is taken from [14℄. The spei�ation ontains invariants, and

also a number of state transitions. The intended meaning is that the design

should meet the requirements on the state transitions as well as the invariants.

In partiular, if the ounter values are inremented, z must be reomputed

due to the integrity onstraint z = x:value � y:value. The onjetures in

PVS below hek whether this is possible. They are derived from ourrenes

of EFFECT in the spei�ation. Reall that states are subtypes, ontaining

information on the invariants.

ds1,ds2: VAR database_state ; ss1,ss2: VAR system_state

CONJECTURE FORALL ds1: EXISTS ds2: inrement_transition(x(ds1),x(ds2))

CONJECTURE FORALL ds1: EXISTS ds2: inrement_transition(y(ds1),y(ds2))

CONJECTURE FORALL ss1: EXISTS ss2: toggle_transition(ss1,ss2)

The �rst and third an be proved straightforwardly. The seond proof fails.

For z(ds2) we an only hoose z(ds1)-1. The type heker then omes with

the following subgoal (the assumptions are above the horizontal line, the proof

obligations are below it):



[-1℄ z(ds1) >= 0

|-------

{1} z(ds1) - 1 >= 0

We found a problem in the original spei�ation! If z(ds1) = 0 and the value of

y is inremented, then keeping the invariant z = x:value�y:valuewould make

z negative, whih is forbidden beause z is a natural number. The spei�ation

an be repaired, in several ways. Consulting domain experts might reveal that

atually the distane between x and y is important, so that the orreted

invariant reads z = abs(x:value� y:value).

5.2 Senarios satisfying the requirements

Is is also possible to validate the spei�ation against a number of desirable

and undesired senarios. Given a senario, it an be formally proved whether

the spei�ation orretly admits or refutes it. Note that if some senario

satis�es all requirements, this is a proof that the various requirements are

onsistent, in the sense that falsum is not derivable from their onjuntion.

Other ontraditions in the spei�ation an be found in this way too (see

senario R2 below). However, as this validation depends on the senarios on-

sidered, it is always inomplete.

To start this veri�ation, we �rst \lose" the system, in the sense that

we identify the global states and events with the states and events of the

system spei�ed in the previous setion. The state and event mappings are

instantiated with the identity funtion. Note that also subomponents an be

analysed in isolation by losing them.

IMPORTING system_state, system_event

IMPORTING system_behaviour[system_state,id,system_event,id℄

Next we de�ne the funtion make worldwhih, given boolean b and natural

numbers i and j and a system event e, yields a state-event-reord for the

system, in whih ative? is set to b, the values of x and y are set to i and

j, respetively, z is set to i� j and the event is e. We onstrain j suh that

j � i.

ws: warning_state

make_world(b,i,(j|i>=j),e):[#state:system_state,event:system_event#℄ =

(# state := (# ative? := b,

db := (# x:= (# value := i #), y:= (# value := j #), z:= i-j #),

warn := ws #),

event := e #)

Using this funtion, we an de�ne the in�nite run R1. It starts with z

having the ritial value 10. Then the events toggle, x.inrement and raise

happen, followed by an in�nite number of toggle-events. (add is a prede�ned

funtion on sequenes.)

R1: run = add(make_world(FALSE,10,0,toggle),

add(make_world(TRUE,10,0,db(x(inrement))),



add(make_world(TRUE,11,0,warn(raise)),

LAMBDA i: make_world(even?(i),11,0,toggle))))

CONJECTURE system_behaviour.requirements(R1)

The onjeture is that this run satis�es all requirements for the system, de�ned

in theory system behaviour. The theorem is proved in PVS straightforwardly

(see Setion 5.3). This shows that this senario is allowed by the spei�ation.

Hene the various requirements are not ontraditory.

In the next senario, ounter x is repeatedly inremented, so on the i-th

position in the run its value is i. The warning omponent is swithed o� by

setting ative? to false, so it is not neessary to raise warnings.

R2:run = LAMBDA i: make_world(FALSE,i,0,db(x(inrement)))

CONJECTURE system_behaviour.requirements(R2)

Somewhat surprisingly, this onjeture proved to be false. Direted by the re-

sulting unprovable subgoal, the spei�ation was inspeted, revealing another

mistake. After 10 inrements, danger? beomes true, and a warning must be

raised eventually; this however should not our, beause the warning om-

ponent is o�. This error an be repaired in several ways. The most natural is

to weaken one of the requirements to

ALWAYS(BECOMES(danger?) & ative? => EVENTUALLY(OCCURS(warn(raise))))

After some experiments, we found the following R3, whih is a \bad"

senario. Its event trae is toggle:raise:toggle

!

. This is not an intended run

of the system, beause a warning is raised without reason.

R3:run = add(make_world(FALSE,0,0,toggle),

add(make_world(TRUE,0,0,warn(raise)),

LAMBDA i: make_world(even?(i),0,0,toggle)))

CONJECTURE system_behaviour.requirements(R3)

R3 was shown by PVS to satisfy all requirements. This indiates that the

spei�ation is not omplete. Warnings should be raised if and only if ative?

is on, and the situation is dangerous. We forgot to speify the \only if" part.

5.3 Degree of Automation

The theorems are proved semi-automatially in PVS. The GRIND-ommand

performs unfolding of the de�nitions, basi arithmeti and skolemisation of

quanti�ers. This does the bulk of the work, eliminating all referenes to tem-

poral logi, and heking basi arithmeti fats. This automation not only

saves a lot of work, but it also makes the proofs more robust. After small

hanges in the spei�ation, most proofs an simply be rerun.

Three kinds of subgoals had to be disharged by hand. Theorems about

odd and even numbers (for instane, the suessor of an odd number is even).

Suh theorems should typially be inluded in the standard library. Seondly,

the system didn't always automatially infer inequalities, like warn(raise) 6=

warn(lose). This seems to be an omission in the deision strategy of PVS.



Finally, proving EVENTUALLY(p) or BEFORE(p,q) boils down to �nding a point

in the run where p is true. The system annot instantiate this existential

quanti�er automatially. This is unavoidable, beause the logi is undeidable,

due to its expressivity.

6 Conlusion

Results. In this paper, we have desribed a modular approah to the formal

spei�ation of the requirements on embedded systems. In this approah a

spei�ation onsists of two views, de�ning the data and the behaviour of a

system. Our approah allows abstrat spei�ations, beause the requirements

are stated in an assertional way. The requirements on data are spei�ed by

invariants on states of the system. Behaviour is spei�ed by temporal logi

formulae on runs of the system.

The proposed method is modular, beause omponents an be spei�ed

and analysed in isolation, and the views of several omponents an be om-

bined in an easy way. Combining states orresponds to taking the Cartesian

produt. Events an be ombined by taking disjoint union. The requirements

on behaviour an be ombined by simply taking the onjuntion.

A mathematial framework supporting this approah has been developed.

We have implemented this framework in the spei�ation language and the-

orem prover of PVS. This gives rise to a non-trivial appliation of PVS. The

implementation hinges on the partiular feature of PVS, that theories an

be parameterised by types and terms. Eah omponent in the spei�ation

leads to a number of theories, parameterised by ertain mappings between

the omponents. The generi part of the implementation an be reused for

other spei�ations without hange. The method was illustrated by formal-

ising the requirements of a miniature embedded system. This spei�ation

ould then be analysed, revealing some errors in the spei�ation. The anal-

ysis onentrated on ompatibility of invariants and state transitions and on

validating and rejeting senarios.

Related Work. We briey summarise some existing spei�ation formalisms.

The sheme alulus of Z [17℄, makes spei�ations modular with respet to

the data view. Z spei�ations inorporate state invariants and transitions but

no events. From a Z spei�ation the interation with the environment annot

be unambiguously inferred (this is also true of VDM [6℄). This observation is

not new: in Objet-Z [15℄ an order on ations an be spei�ed with temporal

logi formulae; see also [7℄, where deonti logi is used to desribe when ertain

ations are permitted or obliged.

Proess algebras, on the other extreme, are ompletely ontrol-oriented.

The state is only impliitly present, as a kind of \program ounter". For-

malisms like �CRL [4℄, and I/O-automata [9℄ have also a data desription,

but they remain ontrol-oriented; only the visible ations of proesses ount.

Moreover, spei�ations in these formalisms tend to be too operational for

requirements engineering. Finally, formalisms based on temporal logi [10, 1℄,



and TLA [8℄, have a notion of state and state transitions, and behaviour an

be spei�ed by temporal assertions, but these formalisms lak a priniple of

hierarhially strutured states, so they are not modular with respet to the

data view.

In graphial languages, like UML [3℄ and STATEMATE [5℄, the emphasis is

on expressibility and salability, rather than on the underlying mathematial

framework.

Comparing our approah with objet-oriented analysis [2℄, we see some

similarities and di�erenes. As in objet orientation, we an speify ompo-

nents in isolation, and also have aggregates of omponents. These aggregates

an form a hierarhy. Also multiple ourrenes of the same omponent are

allowed. However, our approah doesn't inlude objet reation. We also de-

liberately don't have a mehanism of message passing or enapsulation of data

or internal events. We think that these mehanisms easily lead to implemen-

tation biased spei�ations, and are not helpful for requirements engineering.

Our senario-based analysis resembles model heking. However, a model

heking tool annot be e�etively deployed, as long as there is no (�nite)

operational desription of the system. Model heking ould be useful during

the design of the system, where operational desriptions emerge.

Future work. We have hosen a very simple model, viz. sets of runs. Exten-

sions with real-time will be onsidered, and also ready/failure trae semantis,

in order to express that ertain input events should be enabled (f. [11℄). The

analysis an then be extended by proving other interesting properties of a

spei�ation, for instane robustness, meaning that the spei�ed system a-

epts all possible input.

Researh on the smooth integration of requirements spei�ation and de-

sign is needed. In design, data and behaviour of omponents are re�ned, and

strutural omponents are ombined by taking parallel omposition. To allow

re�nement and omposition, the model has to be extended, with for instane

stuttering steps [8℄, ommuniation primitives and enapsulation. The work

on ompositionality, e.g. [1℄ may provide useful insights.

Finally, this paper is not onerned with the design of a onrete spe-

i�ation language, whih is onvenient and readable for engineers. Suh a

language might inlude restrited versions of lass diagrams, �nite automata,

tabular representations or proess expressions. A user interfae might hide the

administration of parameters, mappings and importings, whih an be gen-

erated automatially from Figure 1. Partial spei�ations must be mapped

systematially into the ommon underlying mathematial framework, in or-

der to obtain a sound multi-paradigm spei�ation method (f. [18℄).
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